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Official handover at Nuremberg harbour
Spedition Amm adds 151 Krone trailers to its fleet

Nuremberg, October 2020 - Amm Spedition has ordered more than 150 Krone units in the years 2019
and 2020. The symbolic handover of the 150th vehicle has now taken place on the premises of the
forwarding agency at Nuremberg harbour by Krone Regional Sales Manager Johannes Bründl, who
thanked the company on behalf of the entire Krone team for the excellent and cooperative
collaboration.

Ralf Amm and Alexander Richter, managing directors of Amm GmbH & Co KG Spedition, received the
150th vehicle, a volume trailer from the Krone Mega Liner series, and explained that the trailer would
be used immediately. Ralf Amm emphasised that especially the personal commitment, the vehicle
quality and of course also the price-performance ratio were strong arguments for the decision in favour
of Krone.
With its lower chassis, the Mega Liner is designed to offer a loading volume of 100 m³; in addition, it
has a highly efficient hydraulic elevating roof and a practical hydraulic rear widening, which enables
loading and unloading at top speed.

"We have always paid attention to the requirements of our customers. This means that the technical
know-how and the equipment must be just right, but the human factor is responsible for its realisation.
This is fully in line with our philosophy: we build on a partnership that literally moves things,"
continues Ralf Amm.

About Amm Group
The owner-managed Amm Group offers numerous transport facets; these include transport and
contract logistics (incl. general cargo), heavy and special transport as well as CargoLine and container
transport. Amm currently has more than 750 employees, uses around 400 trailers, 160 vehicles, 210
vehicles from contractors and more than 300 swap bodies. The company, founded in 1966, has more
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than 130,000 sqm of storage space and around 20,000 sqm of handling area.
s.a.: www.amm-spedition.de

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.:
SIMON RICHENHAGEN
Phone +49 5951 209-8216 · E-mail: simon.richenhagen@krone.de
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